HUMAN HAIR EXTENSIONS CARE
Thank you for choosing our Hair Extensions. When you follow these simple guidelines to maintain your

extensions they will continue to look and feel natural for up to 3 months.
You will need to brush through your extensions thoroughly no less than once per day. Part it in layers from
the bottom and work through each section. This will avoid matting.
Brush, starting at the ends of the hair, holding each section firmly just above where brushing. Work your
way up and when reaching the bonds, press your hand firmly down over them for support. If you have a
knot in the hair, be sure to support the hair before brushing the ends, this will prevent you pulling the
extensions from the root of your own hair.
The right kind of brush is extremely important. Always use a brush that is firm but flexible. We recommend
using The Hair Extension Company’s own brush which allows you to brush easily over the rings and allows
small knots through rather than pulling the extension hair or a nylon boar bristle-like brush. Never use the
kind with “nubs” on the end of the bristles. They will damage your extension hair.
We recommend using a good Shampoo and Conditioner and a Treatment Spray if possible. The better the
products you use, the better the hair will stay. We strongly recommend not using Baby Shampoo, Fructus or
Pantene as these contain colour striping agents. When washing, avoid circular motions as it will cause the
hair to tangle. Rinse thoroughly. Apply the conditioner avoiding the scalp. To do so may aggravate slipping of
the rings. Pat dry, do not rub or twist the hair while it is wet. Take most of the wet out of the hair before
attempting to brush through. Dry using hairdryer on low heat or allow to dry naturally as this stops heat
damage – better for the hair but not a necessity!
For the first few days of your style, the extensions will feel tight and some people can develop a rash along
the hair line from the extra weight on the scalp. If this occurs, you must try not to scratch and it will
disappear in time. This is normal and will more than likely only happen the first time you have Hair
Extensions applied. After 3/4 days, the extensions will feel practically natural. It is expected to lose 10-15
single strand extensions (some people lose only 1 or 2). This is completely natural and will not make a
difference to the overall look of `your style.
We recommend to braid or plait them at night! This is very important and if you can do this most nights, it
stops the hair from tangling and matting together while sleeping!
You may use any of your normal styling products with Hair Extensions. The Extension Hair can be coloured
darker but not brighter and we recommend that if you are colouring the hair – you test a small section first
to test the colour and quality after the colour has been applied. ENJOY YOUR NEW HAIR!!!

